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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Symbol Audio Imagines the Dovetail Vinyl Storage Cabinet:
A Thoughtful Way to Visually Display Your Record Collection

NEW YORK, MAY 2018 – The Dovetail Vinyl Storage
Cabinet is a vinyl record storage program that utilizes a
“file drawer” approach allowing the user to easily flip
through an entire LP collection while creating a visual
display of record cover art. The Dovetail Vinyl Storage
Cabinet expands on the success of the Dovetail Record
Crate incorporating many of the same details into a
cabinet that can be customized across four standard
widths and three standard heights with a maximum
width of 63.5” and a maximum height of 40”.
•

Records are stored in a forward-facing direction, similar to a record store-style bin, allowing the user to
easily flip through their collection.

•

A single drawer unit, can hold up to 90 records and the cabinet can be configured with a combination of
up to 8 drawers below and 4 record store-style flip bins on top to house up to 1,000 records.

•

Each drawer is constructed with Symbol’s exposed English dovetail joinery and utilizes heavy-duty full
extension soft-close under-mount drawer slides.

•

Beautiful vegetable tanned leather handles with solid brass hardware provide grip on each drawer
adding both functionality and a sophisticated design detail.

•

All cabinets are built with sustainably harvested North American hardwoods and are available in solid
Ash (with a selection of stain or lacquer options) or in solid Natural Walnut. Cabinets start at $1,695.

The Dovetail Audio Rack is the perfect pairing with the Dovetail Vinyl Storage Cabinet to create a seamless
look across audio gear and media storage.
•

The audio rack system includes a combination of fixed and adjustable shelves and features a unique
vibration isolated turntable platform at the top.

•

Removable wire management is incorporated into the rear of the rack to keep cables organized.

•

Each piece is constructed from sustainably harvested North American hardwoods and is available in
solid Ash (with a selection of stain or lacquer options) or in solid Natural Walnut. The audio rack
measures 25” wide by 34 ¼” high by 18” deep, and can be customized to 22” deep. The Dovetail Audio
Rack starts at $2,145.

Founded in 2012 by Blake Tovin, Symbol Audio has been handcrafting modern audio HIFI consoles and vinyl
record storage cabinets in the tradition of fine furniture. Symbol creates distinctive products for music lovers
who value craftsmanship and innovative design in their home furnishings.
The Symbol collection includes 8 product lines built around 3 categories that can be used together or
independently - audio consoles, vinyl storage, and audio racks and stands. Each piece of furniture is
constructed from sustainably harvested solid wood and provides a level of quality and design that will last a
lifetime. The Symbol Audio collection, while functional in design, offers a timeless conversation piece centered
around a shared passion for music.

